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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or regions (IDRs), compared to the well-structural proteins, do not have stable

tertiary structures under physiological conditions, and even remain dynamic in specific complexes and functional

assemblies. It is now recognized that they are highly prevalent and play important roles in biology and human diseases

due to the presence of many representative conformational states and potential dynamic interactions, which requires

computer simulations for describing disordered protein ensembles and dynamic interactions involved in biological

functions, diseases, and therapeutics.
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1. Significance and characterizations

IDPs or IDRs can be found in nearly a third of proteins encoded in the human proteome , and they play key roles in a

variety of biological processes that underlie vital cellular functions ranging from signaling and regulation to transport .

The inherent thermodynamic instability of an IDP’s conformation allows it to respond sensitively to numerous stimuli,

including binding, changes in cellular environments (e.g., pH), and post-translational modifications . Such

conformational plasticity arguably enables IDPs to interact with multiple signaling pathways and serve as scaffolds to form

multi-protein complexes . Importantly, IDPs and IDRs can have around 25% of disease-associated missense mutations

. They have been considered promising therapeutic targets for treating various diseases (such as chronic diseases) 

. While many IDPs have been shown to undergo binding-induced folding transitions upon specific binding , many

examples are also emerging to demonstrate that IDPs can remain unstructured even in specific complexes and functional

assemblies . Such a dynamic mode of specific protein interactions seems much more prevalent than

previously thought .

Experimental ensemble-averaged characterizations

It is very challenging to provide reliable descriptions of the conformational ensembles of IDPs and IDRs. A disordered

state does not lend itself to traditional structural determination methods that are geared toward describing a coherent set

of similar structures. Biophysical techniques, such as NMR, SAXS, and FRET, can provide complementary information on

various local and long-range structural organizations . However, these ensemble-averaged measurements alone are not

sufficient to unambiguously define the heterogeneous ensemble, due to the severely underdetermined nature of the

structure calculation problem  . As a result, studies of IDPs have relied heavily in the traditional structure-function

paradigm, by solving the folded structure of the bound state, analyzing coupled binding and folding mechanisms, or

identifying putative pre-existing functional structures in the unbound state  . However, the disordered ensemble itself is

arguably the central conduit of cellular signaling. The functional mechanism of an IDP is encoded in how the disordered

ensemble as a whole responds to various stimuli, be it cooperative binding-induced folding or the redistribution of

conformational sub-states in dynamic interactions. Multiple cellular signals can be naturally integrated through cooperative

responses of the whole dynamic ensemble  . Therefore, there is a critical need for reliable characterization of

disordered protein conformation ensembles, in both bound and unbound states, in order to establish the molecular basis

of IDPs and IDRs in various physiological and pathophysiological processes.

Computational characterizations and simulations

Given the fundamental challenges of characterizing disordered protein states based on ensemble-averaged

measurements alone, molecular modeling and simulations have a crucial and unique role to play in mechanistic studies of

IDPs and IDRs . This is reflected by the ever-increasing numbers of research articles in our research

communities. A particularly attractive approach is to first generate the disordered ensemble using transferable, physics-

based force fields without any experimental restraints and then use the later for independent validation  . Such de novo
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simulations of disordered protein ensembles require both high force field accuracy and adequate sampling of relevant

conformational space, pushing the limit of these two central ingredients of molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo

(MC) simulations. The challenges of simulating disordered proteins have driven significant interest in developing better

protein force fields and advanced sampling methods. In particular, important advances have been made in the state-of-

the-art atomistic force fields for describing the conformational equilibria of ordered and disordered proteins . Enhanced

sampling techniques have played crucial roles in both the development and application of atomistic force fields, by

allowing one to cross energy barriers faster and accelerate the conformational sampling of IDPs .

Nonetheless, atomistic simulations still have limited capability in describing large systems such as biological condensates

. For this, multi-scale approaches are necessary to bridge the gaps in experimental and computational time- and

length-scales, including implicit solvent models, which remove the solvent degrees of freedom , and various coarse-

grained models, which significantly reduce both proteins and solvent degrees of freedom .

2. Simulating IDP conformations and dynamic interactions

Accurate force fields for High-dimensional free energy landscape

Compared to the globular proteins that have one or a few well-defined global energy minima, the energy landscape of an

IDP is flatter and generally includes many local energy minima separated by modest energy barriers  . IDPs and IDRs

typically have fewer hydrophobic residues, but a larger number of polar or charged as well as disorder-promoting residues

(such as glycine and proline) . These sequence features hamper the formation of hydrophobic cores that drive protein

folding and thus prevent the formation of stable tertiary structures. Instead, IDPs and IDRs favor forming an ensemble of

unfolded or partially folded states. This presents a major challenge for simulation and depends critically on the ability of

the force fields to accurately describe the energetics of relevant conformational states, especially for capturing both folded

and unfolded states of an IDP. For example, one recent study tested atomistic simulations of IDPs for eight force fields

and found marked differences in the describing the conformational ensembles of IDPs, in particular the secondary

structure content . Similar observations have also been made in other benchmark studies, consistently showing that

protein force fields previously optimized for folded proteins are not suitable for simulating disordered protein states, largely

due to over-stabilization of protein-protein interactions . These benchmark studies also suggested that the key towards

better protein force field was to rebalance protein–protein, protein–water, and water–water interactions. Moreover, it can

be also anticipated that polarizable force fields will be needed and become increasingly important for simulating IDP

structure and interactions, because they explicitly consider the electronic polarization using various empirical models to

provide better description of charged and polar protein motifs in heterogeneous biomolecular environments .

Advanced sampling for many relevant conformations

Besides accurate force fields, reliable simulation of IDPs also hinges on sufficient sampling of many relevant conformation

states within a reasonable simulation time (Figure 1). Standard MD simulations are generally insufficient to generate

representative conformational ensembles, even using the most accurate protein force fields coupled with advance of GPU

computing or specialized hardware such as the ANTON supercomputer . For example, a recent reanalysis of a 30-μs

ANTON trajectory of a 40-residue Aβ40 peptide in explicit solvent revealed very limited convergence even at the

secondary structure level . This can be attributed to the diverse and large accessible conformational space of an IDP

and the potentially high free energy barriers separating various sub-states that require exponentially longer time to cross.

Note that typical simulation times on conventional hardware (such as GPUs) are at least one-order of magnitude shorter.

There is thus great danger in relying on standard MD to calculate disordered protein conformational ensembles at the

atomistic level. There is a critical need to develop and leverage so-called enhanced sampling techniques, which aim to

generate statistically meaningful conformational ensembles with dramatically less computation. Representative enhanced

methods have been proposed by introducing bias potentials, changing the effective temperature, or using the protocols of

replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD). Importantly, all biased sampling strategies can be readily incorporated

within the REX framework to benefit from both classes of enhanced sampling, including metadynamics (MTD) ,

accelerated MD (aMD) , umbrella sampling (US) , and integrated tempering sampling . It has been reported

that these sampling methods can accelerate the crossing of energy barriers to achieve better sampling efficiency and

have been used to sample the IDP conformations and dynamic interactions.
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Figure 1. Simulating IDP conformational dynamics and interactions requires both the state-of-the-art force fields and

advanced sampling methods.

Additionally, many key multi-scale approaches allow one to simulate longer time-scale bioprocesses and more complex

systems within the capacity of current computational capability, namely implicit solvent and coarse-grained (CG) models.

Implicit treatment of solvent is an effective approach to reduce the computational cost of atomistic IDP simulations. The

basic idea is to directly estimate the solvation free energy to capture the mean effect of solvent on the thermodynamic

properties of the solute . Implicit solvent is essentially a multi-scale model, where the solvent is represented using

certain physical model while keeping atomistic details of the solute. These models have emerged as attractive alternatives

for simulations of IDPs and their interactions compared to explicit solvent. Several of these GB models can be optimized

to provide a balance between computational efficiency and accuracy desired for IDP simulations , by systematic

optimization of key physical parameters such as atomic radii to balance solvation and intramolecular interactions. Applied

to various model IDPs with extensive experimental data, implicit solvent simulations have provided important insights on

detailed conformational properties of the unbound state and how these properties may support function .

The coarse-graining has also remained an attractive and often effective strategy for extending the accessible time and

length-scales of MD simulations. By grouping multiple (protein) atoms into CG beads and using simplified potential energy

functions, CG modeling does not only reduce the system size, often by ~10-fold, but also allows much larger MD

integration time steps up to 20 fs. Together, many CG models can be several orders of magnitude more efficient than

atomistic ones. Numerous CG models have achieved varying levels of success in studies of protein folding, binding, and

assembly . Nonetheless, there are important distinctions between the conformational properties between globular

proteins and IDPs, as well as the relative importance of electrostatic, hydrophobic, and hydrogen-bonding interactions in

governing their conformational equilibria. Therefore, CG models optimized for the folded proteins are generally not

suitable for the IDP simulations. It is often necessary to readjust the parameters of protein–protein and protein–solvent

interactions or add new terms for more accurate description of IDP conformations.

Long-time simulations of IDP interactions and assembly

Computational studies of IDP interaction and assembly are even more demanding. The conformational equilibrium of an

IDP can respond sensitively to specific and nonspecific binding, potentially shifting from a disordered to somewhat

ordered state or fully folded state. In principle, simulations could provide the much-needed spatial and time resolutions to

elucidate the kinetics and thermodynamics of coupled folding and binding processes and characterize the mechanistic

features. However, the challenge is that this coupled process of folding and binding is a complex reaction involving the

formation of many noncovalent interactions, which requires extremely long simulations generally beyond the current

capabilities at the atomistic level. As such, coarse-grained models are generally required for computational studies of IDP

interaction and assembly. For example, they have been used to study many biological processes, including liquid-liquid

phase transitions (LLPS) that are frequently mediated by IDPs . 
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